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Abstract

The concentration of atmospheric CO2 has varied in near lock-step with glaciation

over the course of at least the late Pleistocene. These glacial/interglacial variations

in CO2 are generally attributed to oceanic mechanisms, but here we present ev-

idence that the vast carbon reservoir associated with the solid Earth also plays

an important role. A global reconstruction of volcanic activity between 12 ka to 7

ka shows that the frequency of eruptions increases by a factor of two to six, rela-

tive to background eruption rates during the glacial and interglacial. This change

is statistically highly significant. Furthermore, the spatial pattern of the increased

volcanism coincides with the pattern of ice loss coming out of the last glacial. We

estimate that the magnitude of the ice unloading associated with mountain glaciers

and ice caps could cause decompressional melting of the mantle well in excess of

that need to sustain a factor of six increase in volcanic output for 5 ky. In addi-

tion to increased melt production, glacial variability may also pace the timing of

low-frequency eruptions so as to coincide with deglaciation, a scenario we illustrate
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with a simple model.

Assuming that volcanic emissions of CO2 are proportional to the frequency of

eruptions, we calculate that 1000 to 5000 Gt of CO2 is emitted in addition to

the long-term average background flux. After accounting for equilibration with the

ocean, the CO2 flux is consistent in timing and magnitude with ice core observations

of a 40 ppm increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration during the second half of

the last deglaciation. Apparently, volcanism forges a link between glacial variability

and atmospheric CO2 concentrations and, thus, constitutes a positive feedback upon

deglaciation which contributes to the rapid passage from glacial to interglacial peri-

ods. Conversely, waning volcanic activity during an interglacial would contribute to

cooling and reglaciation, thus tending to suppress volcanic emissions and promote

the onset of an ice age.

1 Introduction1

Volcanism fluxes carbon from Earth’s interior to its exterior fluid envelope,2

and links among volcanism, the carbon cycle, and climate have long been3

recognized to operate at long timescales (≥ 106 ys) (Walker et al., 1981).4

Short-term (100 ys) changes in climate and weather also results from volcanic5

eruptions; for example, the 1991 Mount Pinatubo eruption injected enough6

aerosols into the atmosphere to decrease Earth’s surface temperature by half7

a degree Celsius for about a year (Hansen et al., 1992). Evidence has also8

accumulated that shot-term changes in weather and environment influence9

volcanism, and the subtle variation associated with Earth tides (Johntson and10

Mauk, 1972; Hamilton, 1973; Sparks, 1981), daily variations in atmospheric11

pressure and temperature (Neuberg, 2000), seasonal changes in water storage12

(Saar and Manga, 2003; Mason et al., 2004), and other short-term changes13
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in environment (Kennett and Thunell, 1975; Rampino et al., 1979; Dzurisin,14

1980) have all been implicated as influencing the timing of volcanic eruptions.15

In this paper we explore the relationship between glacial loading, volcanic16

eruptions, and climate on the intermediate timescales pertinent to glacial/interglacial17

variations (103-105 ys). If subtle changes in weather and climate are sufficient18

to influence the timing of volcanism, it is perhaps no surprise for the mas-19

sive changes associated with deglaciation to also affect volcanism (Hall, 1982).20

Indeed, deglaciation is observed to coincide with increased volcanism in Ice-21

land (Jull and Mckenzie, 1996; Maclennan et al., 2002; Sinton et al., 2005;22

Licciardi et al., 2007), France and Germany (Nowell et al., 2006), eastern23

California (Jellinik et al., 2004), the Pacific Northwest (Bacon and Lanphere,24

2006), and Chile (Best, 1992; Gardeweg et al., 1998). Of these, the most clear25

demonstration comes from Iceland, where dates from lava flows (Sigvaldason26

et al., 1992; Jull and Mckenzie, 1996), sulphate concentrations in Greenland27

ice-cores (Zielinksi et al., 1997), and table mountains (Licciardi et al., 2007)28

are all consistent with increased volcanism during or following deglaciation.29

The effect on Iceland has also been modeled as resulting from decompression30

melting of the mantle caused by removal of an approximately two km thick ice31

sheet during deglaciation (Jull and Mckenzie, 1996; Maclennan et al., 2002).32

Furthermore, volcanic eruptions are more likely to occur when the confining33

pressure associated with magma reservoirs and fluid transport in confining34

rock is decreased by ice removal.35

Observations and some theory thus suggests that deglaciation increases vol-36

canism. In this paper we assess the global extent of changes in volcanism37

during the last deglaciation and consider the consequences such changes could38

have on climate, particularly with regard to changes in the concentration of39
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atmospheric CO2.40

2 Volcanic activity through the last deglaciation41

To test the global extent and magnitude of increased volcanism during the last42

deglaciation, we combine together two datasets (Bryson et al., 2006; Siebert43

and Simkin, 2002) comprising the date (Fig. 1) and location (Fig. 3) of erup-44

tions over the last 40 ky. The dataset from (Siebert and Simkin, 2002) only45

covers the Holocene, but is more complete over this interval and gives an indi-46

cation of the size of the eruption using the Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI).47

Redundant events between the datasets were removed, as were events without48

age estimates or which are not bracketed between certain dates. We also ex-49

clude small events (VEI≤ 2), unless explicitly stated otherwise, because they50

are less likely to be consistently identified in the past (Siebert and Simkin,51

2002), leaving a total of 5352 volcanic events during the last 40,000 years.52

The dates of most volcanic events are uncertain (Siebert and Simkin, 2002),53

and we use a probability distribution to describe when each occurred. The54

reported calendar age uncertainties are used for each event or, in the case of55

radiocarbon, the dates and their uncertainties are adjusted to calendar ages56

using the CALIB 5.0 program (Stuiver et al., 2005). Ages without a reported57

uncertainty are assumed to have a normal probability distribution with a stan-58

dard deviation of ten percent of the age, which is large relative to most dating59

uncertainties. In this manner, the dataset of 5352 events and their uncertain60

ages are transformed into an equal number of probability distributions span-61

ning the interval from 40,000 years ago to the present (Fig. 1). The data show62

a marked observational bias with 80% of the dated eruptions occurring in the63
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Fig. 1. The timing of volcanic events in the combined databases (Bryson et al., 2006;

Siebert and Simkin, 2002) in thousands of years before 1950 AD. Shading indicates

the probability that a volcanic event occurred within each 50 year interval between

40 ka and the present. Events are listed in order of the expected time associated

with each distribution. Note the observational bias toward recent years: ∼80% of

the known and dated events occur within the last 1000 years.

last 1000 years. This temporal bias presents a major challenge to assessing the64

amount and distribution of volcanism.65

2.1 Mapping of volcanic activity66

We first explore the spatial distribution of volcanism. If deglaciation has an67

important causal effect, we expect increased volcanic activity in regions which68

underwent significant unloading of ice coming out of the last glacial, i.e. prim-69

rily at high latitudes and high elevations. To assess this hypothesis, the average70

frequency of eruptions are mapped during three distinct intervals: the glacial71

(40-20 ka), the deglacial (17-7 ka), and the late Holocene (5-0 ka). Mapping is72
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accomplished using a time- and space-weighted average, F (φ, θ) =
∑N

i=1 Pi,jλi.73

Here Pi,j is the probability that event i occurred during interval j. The spatial-74

weighting term, λi(φ, θ) = s/(s+ri(φ, θ))2, depends on the distance, r, between75

each point on the globe (latitude, φ, and longitude, θ) and each volcanic event,76

i. A smoothing length scale, s, of 500 km is used. Regions closest to the largest77

number of eruptions will have the largest F (see Fig. 2).78

The average magnitudes of the mapped volcanic frequencies are strongly in-79

fluence by the temporal bias against observing older events, and the spatial80

patterns are also susceptible to observational biases (as we will discuss in more81

detail later), yet there are a few points which can be made at the outset. The82

zonal averages associated with the late Holocene and glacial periods can be83

described, to zero-order, as uniform with latitude. More detailed structure in-84

cludes a tapering off at high-latitudes and a bulge at low- to mid-northern85

latitudes during the glacial. The deglacial period, however, has a distinct86

maximum at high northern latitudes and a smaller maxima at high southern87

latitudes. These patterns will underlie our attempts to reconstruct volcanic88

activity, particularly the excess high-latitude activity during the deglaciation.89

To circumvent the temporal bias evident in Figs. 1 and 2, we now focus on rel-90

ative changes in the spatial distribution of volcanic events rather than on the91

absolute number of events. The ratio of deglacial to glacial eruption frequency92

at a given location will tend to be greater than one because of the observational93

bias, but if there is a deglacial increase of volcanism, the ratios will have rel-94

atively larger values in regions which underwent significant deglaciation, as is95

supported by the observations (Fig. 3). Specifically, the Southern Andes (Mc-96

Culloch et al., 2000), Alaska and the Aleutian Arc (Denton and Hughes, 1981;97

Yu et al., 2008), the Cascades and Cordillera regions (Denton and Hughes,98
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Fig. 2. Patterns of eruption frequency. (a,b) Average eruption frequency observed

during the glacial (40-20 ka) and the zonal average. Frequencies are only shown in

regions within 5◦ of a volcano (black dots) and are only averaged in these regions.

(c,d) are similar to (a,b) but for the deglacial (18-7 ka), and (e,f) are for the late

Holocene (5-0 ka). In order to prevent highly sampled regions from dominating the

result, frequencies are capped at two standard deviations above the spatial mean.

The zonal averages are smoothed with a tapered window 15◦ latitude in length. Note

that more recent intervals have a higher average frequency and that the deglacial

interval shows maxima at high latitudes.

1981; Dyke, 2004), Iceland (Maclennan et al., 2002; Licciardi et al., 2007),99

Western Europe (Boulton et al., 2001), and possibly Eastern Russia (Gross-100

wald, 1998; Bigg et al., 2008) all experienced significant deglaciation and have101
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high relative eruption frequencies compared to volcanic regions which expe-102

rienced little ice unloading such as Southeast Asia, Northern New Zealand,103

Africa, and the tropical Americas.104

The interpretation of deglacial/glacial ratios may be confounded by differen-105

tial preservation of volcanic evidence in glaciated regions. Processes such as106

ash emplacement atop ice or tephra emplaced and then scoured by ice would107

tend to destroy evidence of eruptions during the glacial period. If glaciers108

do significantly hinder preservation and increase erosion, then glaciated re-109

gions would be expected to have larger deglacial to glacial ratios. Conversely,110

glaciated regions would be expected to have a lower deglacial to late-Holocene111

eruption frequency, owing to decreasing ice coming forward in time. However,112

the pattern observed for the ratio of deglacial to late-Holocene volcanic fre-113

quencies (which are biased toward values less than one, Fig. 3b) is similar114

to the pattern of deglacial to glacial volcanic frequencies (which are biased115

toward values greater than one, Fig. 3d). Thus, both ratios show patterns116

consistent with increased volcanism during deglaciation, even in the face of117

opposite observational biases.118

A simple description of the deglacial pattern can be obtained by taking the119

zonal average of the frequency ratio. Only points within 5◦ of a volcano are in-120

cluded in order to focus on active regions. Both the deglacial to glacial (Fig. 3a)121

and deglacial to late Holocene intervals (Fig. 3c) broadly indicate increased122

volcanism at high latitudes, consistent with our expectation of greater vol-123

canism in regions experiencing greater deglaciation. Furthermore, ratios are124

largest at mid and high northern latitudes, coincident with those latitudes125

experiencing greater glacial unloading.126
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Fig. 3. Relative patterns of eruption frequency during the deglaciation. (a,b) Ratios

of the average eruption frequency during the deglaciation (17-7 ka) to the eruption

frequency during the glacial (40-20 ka) and the zonal average. Frequency ratios are

only shown in regions within 5◦ of a volcano (black dots) and are only averaged in

these regions. The temporal reporting bias (see. Fig. 1) causes most ratios to be

greater than one. (c,d) Similar to (a,b) but the ratio between deglacial (17-7 ka)

and late Holocene (5-0 ka) eruption frequencies. All values are less than one because

of the temporal bias.

As another check of this approach, we also consider the ratio of glacial to late-127

Holocene volcanism (not shown), which is strongly susceptible to preservation128

biases but without either interval containing a major deglaciation episode.129

This ratio shows no tendency toward systematically high or low values in130

glaciated regions, indicating that preservation does not bias the results toward131

a deglacial-like pattern. We conclude that the spatial distribution of volcanism132

is consistent with a deglacially induced increase in volcanism and is unlikely133

to be an artifact of observational bias.134
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In an attempt to further quantify the relationship between volcanism and135

deglaciation, we compare our maps of volcanic frequency against an inde-136

pendent estimate of the degree of deglaciation. While the dimensions of the137

Laurentide and Feno-Scandian ice sheets are relatively well documented for138

the Last Glacial Maximum, no corresponding map of the extent of mountain139

glaciers exists. To obtain a global indication of changes in glaciation, we use140

estimates of modern accumulation relative to ablation. For accumulation we141

use the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis of precipitation data (Kalnay et al., 1996),142

and ablation is calculated using a positive degree approach in combination143

with daily-average two-meter temperatures, also from reanalysis. In particu-144

lar, annual ablation is estimated by multiplying 0.15 mm/(day ◦C) times daily145

average temperature and summing over all days with a positive ablation. All146

melt is assumed to run off. Note that some regions have a mass balance that147

is artificially low because the resolution of the reanalysis smoothes the highest148

topographic features and spreads out regions of concentrated rainfall. Reas-149

suringly, regions predicted to have the greatest modern mass balance are also150

those that are presently glaciated (Cogely, 2003) (Fig. 4). These same regions151

appear, to first order, to have also been more glaciated in the past (Denton152

and Hughes, 1981; Grosswald, 1998; Dyke, 2004).153

To obtain a single index of the relative increase in volcanic frequency during154

deglaciation, we average together the two separate ratios of deglacial/glacial155

and deglacial/late-Holocene frequency maps. Prior to averaging, each map156

is normalized by dividing through by the average ratio at latitudes between157

30◦ North and South, giving each map a similar weighting and facilitating158

comparison between low- and high-latitude regions. This “normalized eruption159

frequency” provides an index of the relative increase of volcanism for each160
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Fig. 4. Modern ice mass balance (m/yr, shading) along with regions containing

modern day glaciers (Cogely, 2003) (3◦ × 3◦ black grid boxes). Glacial regions and

subaerial volcanos (black dots) are, not coincidentally, often co-located.

region during the deglaciation.161

We now have independent and comparable indices of the degree of deglacia-162

tion and the eruption frequency during the deglaciation. Fig. 5 shows these163

indices against one another for each spatial location where a volcano exists.164

The eruptive index is approximately constant at low values of the deglacia-165

tion index, corresponding to regions where no or insignificant deglaciation166

occurred, but stretches out to values of five or more with higher values of167

the deglaciation index (Fig. 5). For example, the relative frequency of vol-168

canic events along the Western Pacific Rim increases by more than a factor of169

five between Indonesia and Kamchatka. The strong function-like relationship170

between these independent indices supports the hypothesis that deglaciation171

triggers volcanic activity.172

2.2 An estimate of global rates of volcanism173

The discussion above documents an increase of global volcanism during the174

deglaciation. To better interpret these values with regard to the climate sys-175
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Fig. 5. An index of the eruption frequency during deglaciation plotted against an

index of the magnitude of deglaciation (ice-mass balance) for each volcano. Ice mass

balance indicates how close a region is in the modern climate to glaciating, and those

regions with less-negative mass balance tend to retain some glaciers today (Fig. 4)

and to have been more glaciated in the past. Note that mass-balance values tend to

be negative both because we are in an interglacial and because the NCEP/NCAR

reanalysis does not fully capture the small-scale orographic influences upon tem-

perature and precipitation. The deglacial eruption frequency is once normalized to

the glacial eruption frequency (Fig. 3a) and another time to the Holocene eruption

frequency (Fig. 3b). These two ratios are then averaged together after normalizing

each by their mean values at latitudes between 30◦ North and South. Records at

low-latitude (latitude is indicated by the shading) center around one. Volcanos in

regions more prone to glaciation (i.e. those having a less negative mass-balance and,

typically, at higher latitudes) are associated with large deglacial eruption frequen-

cies. As the ice-mass balance and eruption frequency are determined independently

of one another, their function-like dependence indicates a physical link.

tem, it is useful to quantify the actual magnitude of the increase, not just the176

relative changes. This requires a method to remove the temporal bias shown in177

Figure 1. Figure 5 suggests a uniform rate of volcanism in unglaciated regions,178
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and assuming this is the case, it provides a normalization method to remove179

the temporal bias. In essence, we assume a uniform rate for unglaciated vol-180

canism and use the observations of that data set to determine the temporal181

bias. We then normalize the data from glaciated regions against those from182

unglaciated regions in an effort to remove the bias and determine how volcan-183

ism varies with time.184

We approximate the true frequency of eruptions in unglaciated regions as a185

constant, u◦. The observed frequency, u′, is always less than u◦ and the two186

can be related using an observational bias term, u′
t = u◦bt. The bias term, bt,187

appears to follow a power-law (Siebert and Simkin, 2002), though our analysis188

does not depend on its exact form.189

For glaciated regions we have g′t = gtbt, where the true frequency, gt, is time190

dependent. Assuming that the sampling bias is consistent between both groups191

permits us to use the frequency of unglaciated eruptions as a control by which192

to estimate the glaciated frequency, gt = u◦g
′
t/u

′
t. Global volcanic frequency193

is then vt = u◦(1 + g′t/u
′
t), which we present as fractional deviations from the194

present, vt/v◦ = (1 + g′t/u
′
t)/(1 + g◦/u◦). The critical term in this equation is195

the ratio of the observed rates of eruptions, g′t/u
′
t, with the other terms acting196

to scale the results.197

The extent to which the observational bias is consistent between the glaciated198

and unglaciated groups is uncertain, although Figure 6 gives some credence to199

the point of view that they are similar similar. Of course, evidence of volcanic200

eruptions in glaciated regions may be disturbed or destroyed by the action201

of the ice itself. On the other hand, exposure in glaciated regions is often202

excellent, while unglaciated tropical regions are prone to greater vegetative203
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cover and poor exposure. Also, we are not estimating volumes of eruptions, but204

eruption frequencies, and it would be rare for glaciation to destroy all evidence205

of major eruptions, some of which, for example, are dated from far flung206

ash falls. Another potential difficulty in observational bias is that Western207

European and North American volcanic systems have been more thoroughly208

studied, and the historical record in important areas such as Indonesia is209

poorly known. There is clearly much room for further work in quantifying the210

global volcanic record.211

We divide volcanic events into glaciated and unglaciated groups using the ice212

mass balance (see Fig. 5). Plausible cut-offs are -9 m/yr (giving an equal fre-213

quency of events between the glaciated and unglaciated groups during the last214

2 ky) and -6 m/yr (based on where eruptions frequencies shift toward higher215

values). Either cut-off indicates that the ratio of glaciated to unglaciated erup-216

tion frequencies, g′t/u
′
t, is lowest during the last glacial, increases sharply near217

12 ka, peaks near 7 ka, and then subsides back toward glacial levels in the218

recent past (Fig. 6). The -6 m/yr cut-off indicates a doubling of the global219

frequency of volcanic events between 12-7 ka relative to the last millennium,220

while -9 m/yr gives a factor of six increase — we expect that the true value is221

between these bounds. The difference in these ratios may owe to misplacement222

of glacial and nonglacial volcanos into the opposite category. In future work it223

would be useful to assess field evidence for deglaciation on a site-by-site basis.224

Bryson and co-authors have used earlier versions of their dataset (Bryson et al.,225

2006) to estimate global rates of volcanism. They assume that the observa-226

tional bias follows a power-law form (Bryson, 1989) or some other specified227

distribution (Bryson and Bryson, 1998), and use anomalies from these assumed228

distributions as indicators of changes in global volcanism. Apart from method-229
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ology and use of the updated database (Bryson et al., 2006), the present results230

also differ from Bryson (1989) and Bryson and Bryson (1998) in that they in-231

clude many more observations over the last 12 ky (Siebert and Simkin, 2002),232

show a more distinct increase in volcanism during the deglaciation and sub-233

sequent decline during the Holocene, and show little variability during the234

last glacial. However, all reconstructions agree in showing anomalously large235

volcanism during the last deglaciation.236

It is useful to consider the statistical significance of the increase in global237

volcanism which we find for the deglaciation. We adopt a null-hypothesis238

that volcanic systems are uninfluenced by deglaciation. If the null hypoth-239

esis holds, the results we obtain for eruption ratios should be consistent with240

random assignment of volcanos to the unglaciated or glaciated groups. We241

conducted 104 Monte Carlo trials wherein changes in global volcanic activity242

are computed after randomly assigning volcanic events to the glaciated and243

unglaciated groups. For the glacial and late Holocene intervals, the results are244

broadly consistent with the observations, as we would expect. In contrast, for245

the deglaciation, 99% of the trials have an eruption ratio between 0.5 and 1.5,246

which is inconsistent with the observation (see Fig. 6b). These results indicate247

that the factor of two to six increase in volcanic eruptions which we document248

during the deglaciation is highly significant.249

Our estimate of the time-history of global volcanism is also broadly consistent250

with an independent, albeit more regional, estimate from the Greenland Ice251

Sheet Project II core which depends on excesses SO4 concentrations in the ice252

to identify volcanic events (Zielinksi, 2000). This Greenland record of volcan-253

ism indicates that the greatest frequency of volcanic events during the last 40254

ky occurred between 15-8 ka and that the largest eruptions occurred between255
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Fig. 6. Changes in volcanic activity over the last 40 ky. (a) Number of volcanic

events per ky for glaciated (solid line) and unglaciated (dashed) volcanos using a

mass-balance cut-off of -6 m/yr (black) and -9 m/yr (red). The -9 m/yr cut-off

indicates a larger divergence between the glaciated and unglaciated volcano groups.

Note that the y-axis is logarithmic. (b) Estimated global volcanic activity using

the -6 m/yr (black) and -9 m/yr cut-offs (red). The 99% confidence interval for the

null-hypothesis of no systematic difference between glaciated and unglaciated events

(dotted lines) indicates that the increase in the eruption ratio during deglaciation

is highly significant regardless of which cut-off is used. (c) An eruption index based

on volcanic SO4 from a Greenland ice core (Zielinksi, 2000).

13-7 ka, consistent with our reconstruction. Note that the highest concentra-256

tions may reflect proximity of the volcanic events and changes in accumulation257

layer thickness and thus, while indicative, are not directly comparable to the258

eruption ratio that we calculate. Nonetheless, the correspondence between259

these independent reconstructions supports the plausibility of both.260
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Reconstructions of volcanic activity from Antarctica ice cores show conflicting261

results. A reconstruction of volcanism over the last 40 ky using volcanic SO4262

from Epica Dome C, Antarctica, indicates little change in volcanism (Castel-263

lano et al., 2004); whereas an estimate from Siple Dome, based on the optical264

properties of dust, indicates heightened volcanism near 10 ka (Bay et al.,265

2004). It is possible that the Antarctic signal reflects the fact that there are266

far fewer subaerial volcanos at high southern than at high northern latitudes.267

Siebert and Simkin (2002) identify some 435 volcanos north of 40◦N, and only268

70 volcanos south of 40◦S.269

3 Physical mechanisms relating deglaciation and volcanism270

The results presented above rely upon inferences drawn from available data,271

and while indicative, they do not directly get causality. In this section we272

discuss how the foregoing results are consistent with physical consequences273

expected from deglaciation.274

3.1 Depressurization and melt production275

The fraction of melt in the Earth’s mantle is sensitive to pressure changes.276

Experimental data and analysis shows that the amount of melt in the mantle,277

in regions which are above the solidus, increases by about 1% for each 100278

Mpa of pressure decrease (McKenzie, 1984; Langmuir et al., 1992). Thus, for279

example, unloading one km of ice leads to a ten MPa depressurization and280

a 0.1% increase in the melt percentage (Jull and Mckenzie, 1996), which is281

equivalent to 100 m of melt for a melt region 100 km thick. Such a 100 km282
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thickness is consistent with observations of slab thickness at arc volcanic sites283

(e.g. Syracuse and Abers, 2006), though there is some question regarding how284

the pressure exerted by surface loading will be distributed at depth. Whereas285

more detailed modeling of the ice loading and resulting melting at arcs would286

be useful, we work from the assumption that the pressure increase associated287

with glacial loading influences the full thickness of the melt column because288

glacier and ice cap systems during the Last Glacial Maximum were spatially289

extensive. For example, southern Alaska today retains only isolated mountain290

glaciers, but during the Last Glacial Maximum it appears to have been cov-291

ered beneath contiguous ice extending from the Alexander Archipelago in the292

East to the Aleutian Islands in the West, and extending northward from the293

Pacific between hundreds to a thousand km (Manley and Kaufman, 2002);294

the Cascades of northwest North America lay beneath the Western lobe of the295

Laurentide ice sheet (Dyke, 2004); and southern South America was covered296

beneath extensive ice fields (Denton and Hughes, 1981).297

The volume of mountain glaciers and small ice caps are estimated to have298

decreased from 1.9 million km3 during the Last Glacial Maximum to 0.1 million299

km3 today (Denton and Hughes, 1981). If only a tenth of this loss of ice300

volume influences magmatic production (consistent with unloading ice of 200301

m thickness from a 50 km swath along 20,000 km of convergent margin), we302

anticipate 18,000 km3 of melt production — roughly equivalent to doubling303

global subaerial volcanism for 5000 years. Or, if a third of the glacier melt304

is involved, melt production equates to 60,000 km3, or more than a six-fold305

increase in subaerial volcanism over 5000 years. These crude estimates are306

consistent with the upper and lower bounds on deglacial volcanic activity307

inferred from the observed record of volcanic eruption, indicating that the level308
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of increased volcanism is broadly consistent with the magmatic production309

expected from the unloading of mountain glaciers and small ice caps. Such a310

prediction of magmatic emplacements also offers a test of our hypothesis. If311

a third of the melt volume is erupted, we expect 10 to 20 meters thickness312

of tephra to be emplaced, on average, in a 50 km swath along 20,000 km313

of convergent margin, though explosive eruptions and transport of material314

subsequent to emplacement could lead to a more diffuse distribution.315

Mount Mazama is one of the few volcanos which is sufficiently well mapped316

and dated to permit estimation of the volume of erupted material during317

deglaciation. Bacon and Lanphere (2006) identify 60 km3 of material as being318

erupted at Mount Mazama during the last deglaciation, almost half of the total319

mapped at that site over the last 400 ky, and corresponding to a roughly 60320

m thickness over a 1000 km2 region. (Bacon and Lanphere, 2006) suggest that321

several times this mount was emplaced beneath Mount Mazama. Although an322

isolated study, this work indicates that the eruptive products from one volcano323

contributed somewhere between 1% and 0.3% of the total melt production we324

estimate (i.e. 3×60km3/18, 000km3 to 3×60km3/60, 000km3). That hundreds325

of such volcanos are expected to have been active through the deglaciation is326

then consistent with our global analysis of a large magma output during the327

last deglaciation. Iceland is also notable, although located on a ridge rather328

than an arc, in that 3100 km3 of material are estimated to have been erupted329

12 ky ago (Jull and Mckenzie, 1996; Maclennan et al., 2002; Sinton et al.,330

2005), consistent with the unloading of a two kilometer thick ice cap from the331

island (Maclennan et al., 2002). This volume alone is equivalent to 1 ky of332

global output from convergent margin volcanism.333
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3.2 Glacial pacing of eruptions334

As mentioned in the introduction, it appears that subtle variations in load-335

ing, flexure, or water content influence the timing of eruptions at monthly to336

annual timescales (Sparks, 1981; Neuberg, 2000; Mason et al., 2004). If such337

weak environmental effects influence the timing of an eruption, it also appears338

likely for the far larger forces associated with glacial loading and unloading to339

influence when an eruption occurs.340

We explore this possibility from the premise that the eruptability of a par-341

ticular volcano is a balance between the forces generated by melt and gas342

production within the volcano edifice and the confining pressure and integrity343

of the surrounding rocks, all of which can be influence by glacial variabil-344

ity. First, melt production was discussed above. Second, removing ice reduces345

the confining pressure and could trigger an eruption. Third, glacial erosion346

may cause an ongoing reduction in confining pressure and structural integrity347

throughout a glacial period. Finally, far field effects, such as from the unload-348

ing of the continents and the rising sea level, may encourage volcanism by349

opening passageways or altering the pressure in magma chambers (Nakada350

and Yokose, 1992; McGuire et al., 1997).351

We focus on the direct effects of changes in ice loading and illustrate this352

pacing concept using a simple model, similar to that of (Jupp et al., 2004).353

Magma is modeled as accumulating at a constant rate, r, until a time-variable354

threshold is surpassed, r > τ(t), when the volcanic system is assumed to erupt355

completely and then re-commence accumulation. Jupp et al. (2004) considered356

the case of a sinusoidal change in the level of the threshold. To adapt this357
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Fig. 7. Histograms of the number of volcanic systems as a function of the average

frequency of eruptions. Three separate histograms are shown: one for the VEI one or

two events listed in the Volcanoes of the World database over the last century (red),

another consisting of eruptions having a Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) of three

or four over the last millennium (blue), and a final histogram for the VEI≥5 events

over the last ten-thousand years (black). It is less likely for eruptions with a large

VEI to have been missed back in time (Siebert and Simkin, 2002; Coles and Sparks,

2007), and the groupings are made in an effort to balance the competing objectives

of obtaining a long time-series and not missing events. Axes are logarithmic, and

the solid lines indicate the slope of a power-law relationship, β, between number of

systems and frequency of eruptions. Note that the power-laws become steeper when

only higher VEI eruptions are included.

simple accumulation-eruption model to the case of glacial cycles, we parame-358

terized the threshold to depend on variations in ice volume, τ = a + bV ′(t),359

where the prime denotes that the ice volume variability has been normalized360

to zero mean and unit variance. A composite benthic δ18O record (Huybers,361

2007) is used as a proxy for ice volume. The parameter b controls the strength362
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Fig. 8. A toy accumulation-eruption model of the pacing of volcanic eruptions. (Top) An eruption threshold is specified

with an average value of one and a variance of 0.01 (black line), which follows marine benthic δ18O such that intervals with

less ice correspond with a lower threshold for eruption. The model is run 10,000 times and a few representative runs are

indicated (red lines). (Middle) A histogram of the timing of eruptions derived from an ensemble of runs. For each run the

frequency, f , of the volcanic system is drawn from a probability distribution following a power-law with P ∼ f−1.9, where

f ranges between (200 ky)−1 to (1 ky)−1 (see Fig. 7). (Bottom) The flux of tephra is estimated assuming that the volume

of an eruption is proportional to the time elapsed since the last eruption. In this scenario, low-frequency volcanic systems

are both larger and more likely to be paced by deglaciation, and thus both serve to increase the deglacial volcanic flux. To

facilitate interpretation of relative increases, frequencies and rates are normalized to a value of one between 80 and 20 ka.
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with which the ice volume variations influence the eruption threshold. The363

approximate recharge timescale is given by the ratio of a/r, though the exact364

timing also depends on the structure of the glacial variability.365

The longer the recharge timescale, the more likely an eruption is to be paced366

by the modulation imposed upon the threshold. This follows from the geo-367

metrical consideration that shallow accumulation trends are more likely to368

intersect anomalously low portions of the threshold (see Fig. 8a). Thus, the369

frequency with which a volcano erupts influences the degree to which glacial370

cycles pace eruptions in our model. There exists an extensive literature on371

the elapsed time between volcanic eruptions (e.g. Coles and Sparks, 2007),372

but we are not aware of any general form for the number of volcanic systems373

which exhibit a particular eruption frequency, and in estimating such a re-374

lationship we are, again, up against the strong bias against observing older375

eruption. Nonetheless, we seek a rough estimate from the Volcanoes of the376

World database, using this database because it contains information on the377

Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI).378

The frequency of eruption of a volcanic system, f , is estimated using the379

number of observed eruptions occurring within a given time interval. Erup-380

tions sites separated by more than 100 km from one another are considered381

distinct. The volcanic record appears fairly complete over the last century,382

and a histogram of eruption frequencies suggests that frequency of individual383

volcanic systems and the number of such systems, N , can be described by384

a power-law, N ∼ f−β (Fig. 7). A least-squares linear fit between log10(N)385

and log10 f of all eruptions with a VEI of one or two yields a β of 1.2. (A386

similar scaling relationship is obtained if all eruptions in the last century are387

included.) Eruptions with a higher VEI are more likely to be identified back in388
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time, permitting exploration of this power-law behavior at lower frequencies,389

though at the expense of not including smaller eruptions. Performing a similar390

log-log fit to the subset of events having a VEI of three or four over the last391

millennium yields a β of 1.6, and a fit to eruptions having a VEI of five or392

greater over the last 10,000 years yields a β of 1.9.393

The data suggest that larger eruptions follow a steeper scaling relationship,394

though this could be influenced by observational bias. Regardless, it appears395

safe to conclude that the power-law is greater than one, implying that systems396

having a lower eruption frequency are more prevalent and, somewhat counter-397

intuitively, that more eruptions will result from low than high frequency sys-398

tems during a given interval. Presumably, this power-law scaling breaks down399

at certain high and low frequencies, but the suggestion of a quasi-100ky period400

for the large eruptions documented at Mount Mazama (Bacon and Lanphere,401

2006), Western Europe (Nowell et al., 2006) and the South Eastern United402

Sates (Jellinik et al., 2004), and the even lower-frequency events at Yellow-403

stone (Licciardi and Pierce, 2008) indicates that the power-law relationship404

may extend beyond the 10 ky period explored here.405

The distribution of the size of eruptions also has consequences for potential406

climate effects. Consider that a VEI one eruption involves between 104 − 106
407

m3 of tephra, while eruptions having a VEI of x > 1 involve 10x+4− 10x+5 m3
408

of tephra. Thus, for example, while the estimates in Fig. 7 indicate that VEI409

five or greater eruptions are about 103 times less frequent as VEI one or two410

eruptions, they involve 105 times more material, and thus dominate budgets of411

total erupted material. In support of this inference, a second analysis between412

frequency and VEI (not shown) indicates a scaling relationship well in excess413

of one.414
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The indication that large VEI events dominate the volume of erupted mate-415

rial prompts us to parameterize the model in keeping with the results for the416

VEI≥5 case (Fig. 7). These larger eruptions are also more likely to be con-417

sistently identified in the past. We parameterize the recharge timescales, a/r,418

to follow a power-law distribution with β equal to 1.9 and assume that the419

power-law distribution holds between frequencies (200 ky)−1 to (1 ky)−1. We420

do not observe volcanic eruptions with a VEI greater or equal to five occuring421

at frequencies higher than (1 ky)−1 at any one site, possibly because there is422

a finite recharge time associated with such large eruptions.423

A small value is used for the ice-volume influence upon the threshold of erupt-424

ability, b = 0.1, relative to a mean threshold of a = 1, such that deglaciation425

has a minor effect on the level of the threshold. Nonetheless, the large num-426

ber of slow recharge timescale systems provides a high degree of sensitivity to427

the threshold modulations, and results from a large number of runs indicate428

a doubling in the number of eruptions during deglaciations (Fig. 8). While429

obviously simplistic, this model result illustrates how a weak pacing imposed430

by glacial variability could act to cluster the timing of volcanic eruptions near431

times of deglaciation, consistent with our observations. Furthermore, the vol-432

ume of erupted material during deglaciation is expected to undergo greater433

magnification because low-frequency systems tend to both have larger erup-434

tive volumes and are more likely to be paced by glacial fluctuations. Assuming435

that the volume of erupted material is proportional to the elapsed time since436

the last eruptions, there is a factor of five increase in the flux of material437

during deglaciation (Fig. 8).438

To summarize, our simple eruption model suggests a factor of two increase in439

frequency and a factor of five in volume. Observational analysis of eruption440
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data suggests a factor of two to six increase in volcanism during deglaciation,441

and the implied increase in melt production in the mantle is consistent with442

the expected amount of ice unloading. Inclusion of increased melt produc-443

tion during deglaciation, as opposed to only parameterizing a decrease in the444

eruption threshold, would produce an even more dramatic pacing effect in the445

model, as might inclusion of glacial erosion or far field unloading effects, but446

we have not included these additional interactions in our analysis.447

4 Implications for the carbon cycle448

The data and our model indicate that deglaciation drives a wide-spread in-449

crease in volcanism. We hypothesize that elevated volcanism during deglacia-450

tion contributes to the rise in atmospheric CO2 during deglaciation, with the451

ensuing warming constituting a positive feedback upon the deglaciation. Con-452

versely, waning volcanic activity during the Holocene would contribute to cool-453

ing and reglaciation, thus tending to suppress volcanic activity and promote454

the onset of an ice age. This hypothesis depends on the amount of CO2 emit-455

ted from volcanos, as well as the amount which remains airborne. Thus, in456

principle, such a calculation depends upon nearly all aspects of the climate457

system, including parts of the solid earth. Here we seek first-order estimates.458

4.1 CO2 emissions from subaerial volcanos459

First, we estimate the subaerial volcanic CO2 flux. One approach is to multi-460

ply arc magma production rates by their average primary CO2 concentration.461

Estimates of long term crustal production have been put at 20 to 40 km3 per462
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km of arc length per million years (Reymer and Schubert, 1984), but this esti-463

mate has been criticized as too low by a factor of two (Dimilanta et al., 2002),464

and both of these estimates are minima with respect to magma additions be-465

cause they are the net of production after losses due to erosion. A value of 80466

km3/km/Ma and 35,000 km total arc length gives a magma production rate of467

more than 3 km3/yr, in accord with other estimates (Dimilanta et al., 2002).468

Primary CO2 concentrations cannot be determined directly because CO2 is469

almost entirely degassed prior to eruption. Instead, we estimate the concen-470

tration of carbon in the mantle by multiplying an average CO2/Nb ratio of471

∼500 (Saal et al., 2002; Cartigny et al., 2008) by an average Nb content of472

∼3 ppm in arc basalts, yielding a 0.15% CO2 mantle contribution in primary473

magmas, in agreement with estimates based on modeling the 3He flux from474

the mantle (Marty and Tolstikhin, 1998; Fischer et al., 1998). Because carbon475

isotope data and CO2/
3He ratios both indicate that the mantle contributes476

only 10-20% of the total CO2 at arc volcanoes (Marty and Tolstikhin, 1998;477

Fischer et al., 1998), we arrive at a total estimate of 0.65% to 1.5% CO2478

in primary arc magmas. 1% CO2 and 3 km3/yr of magma production leads479

to a time-average global emission rate of 0.1 Gt/yr, assuming a density of 3480

Gt/km3.481

It is harder to parse emissions from non-convergent margin subaerial volca-482

noes, but they likely add another 0.05 Gt/yr (Marty and Tolstikhin, 1998;483

Hilton et al., 2002). These estimates are slightly higher than those relying on484

data from currently active volcanoes (Williams et al., 1992) and estimates de-485

rived from CO2/
3He (Sano and Williams, 1996; Hilton et al., 2002; Marty and486

Tolstikhin, 1998), which cluster near 0.1 Gt CO2/yr. But a recent simulation487

of arc volcanism combined with observational studies (Gorman et al., 2006)488
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suggests that while the range of emissions found in these studies are plausible,489

the upper end of the range, ∼0.14 Gt CO2/yr, is most likely. We thus estimate490

modern subaerial volcanic emissions to be between 0.1 to 0.15 Gt CO2/year.491

The relationship between deglacial unloading and emissions of CO2 is complex492

and poorly constrained. While depressurization associated with deglaciation493

is expected to increase the melt fraction, the amount of CO2 such melt can be494

expected to mobilize will depend on various factors. If all the CO2 in the source495

is already in the silicate melt, then the amount of CO2 brought to the surface496

may not depend on changes in the amount of melt at all. On the other hand,497

if increased melt production at depth also increases melt flux to the surface498

or if melting taps an increased volume of source region, we would expect499

greater CO2 emissions. It is also unclear when and how CO2 in crustal magma500

reservoirs reaches the atmosphere. CO2 solubility is low enough that much of501

it is released at depth, and this gas might escape at times and locations not502

directly associated with eruption. The results of Allard et al. (1994) suggest503

that intrusive emplacement of magma will be associated with significant CO2504

fluxes, but whether such emplacement would occur in response to increasing505

the melt is uncertain. We also note that eruptions are more directly linked506

to increased CO2 emissions and, as noted above, erruption may be paced by507

glacial variability.508

Despite these outstanding questions, we make an estimate of the time his-509

tory of CO2 fluxes by multiplying current subaerial volcanic emissions by the510

ratio between past and present eruption frequencies. This assumes propor-511

tional changes between the frequency of volcanic events and CO2 emissions.512

Even under these simplifying assumptions, there are multiple uncertain pa-513

rameters, and we take a probabilistic approach to characterizing the volcanic514
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emissions of CO2. (Such a probabilistic approach will become increasingly515

useful for characterizing results because the complexity of the model under516

consideration increases in later sections.) The time history of volcanic CO2517

emissions is estimated using a random draw from a xuniform distribtution of518

mass-balance cut-offs (bounded between -6 m/yr and -9 m/yr) and modern519

fluxes of CO2 (bounded between 0.1 and 0.15 Gt of CO2 per year). Repeating520

this procedure many times provides an ensemble of plausible time-histories of521

volcanic CO2 emissions. The ensemble average indicates that volcanoes emit-522

ted 3000 Gt of CO2 during the last deglaciation above a baseline scenario of523

current emissions, and 90% of all time-histories fall between 1000 to 5000 Gt524

of CO2 emissions. These are large numbers. By way of comparison, 3000 Gt525

of volcanic CO2 emissions corresponds to roughly a century of anthropogenic526

emissions at current rates.527

4.2 Submarine volcanism528

It is also necessary to consider the effects of a rise in sea level following from529

the unloading of ice from the continents, which will tend to decrease ridge530

volcanism. Because water is roughly a third the density of the mantle, the 135531

m deglacial rise in sea level is equivalent to suppressing 45 m of mantle ascent532

beneath an ocean ridge. Given an average mantle upwelling rate of ∼3 cm/yr533

at ridges, this is equivalent to suppressing ∼1.5 ky of melt. Measurements of534

CO2/
3He and CO2/Nb ratios from ridge system indicate that total emissions535

are ∼0.1 Gt/yr (Marty and Tolstikhin, 1998; Saal et al., 2002; Cartigny et al.,536

2008). 1.5 ky of lost emissions then equates to ∼150 Gt CO2, or more than537

an order of magnitude less than the estimated increase in arc CO2 emissions.538
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Ridges have a minor influence on carbon emissions because they are depleted539

in CO2 by a factor of 5 to 10 relative to emissions at arc volcanoes (Marty540

and Tolstikhin, 1998; Fischer et al., 1998; Saal et al., 2002; Cartigny et al.,541

2008) and the greater rates of ridge production lead to smaller fractional542

changes in production from loading. Thus, the suppression of ridge volcanism543

by rising sea-level appears to have little consequence for ocean-atmosphere544

carbon values. There also exists the possibility that rising sea level would545

suppress volcanic activity on islands (McGuire et al., 1997), but recalculation546

of global eruption rates excluding island volcanoes indicates no systematic547

pattern and yields similar rates of global volcanism.548

If the glacial/interglacial variations in sea level lead to modulations in the549

production of melt at mid-ocean ridges, a signature of these variations might550

be preserved in the bathymetry surrounding spreading centers. Quasi-periodic551

variability in the sea-floor elevation on length scales of kilometers have been552

documented, and given spreading rates on the order of one to ten cm per year,553

the variability is plausibly consistent with the timescales of the glacial cycles.554

However, our analysis of many sections of high-resolution bathymetry (Car-555

botte et al., 2004) indicate that the spectra associated with this topography556

and its correlation with estimates of past changes in sea-level is consistent with557

that expected from chance alone. Our inability to detect a glacial/interglacial558

signature in the sea floor bathymetry suggests that other processes, such as559

those associated with thermal subsidence, dominate the variability (e.g Ma-560

linverno, 1991). We hypothesize, however, that detailed time series of ridge561

bathymetry might reveal an imprint of glacial-interglacial variations in sea562

level once sufficient data are available.563
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4.3 Ocean carbonate compensation564

A 1000 to 5000 Gt CO2 release from subaerial volcanoes is expected to in-565

crease ocean acidity and, absent other effects, lead to a shoaling of the oceanic566

carbonate saturation horizon, but such a flux must be considered in conjunc-567

tion with other influences upon the carbon system. We begin with a simple568

example that neglects organic land carbon storage and marine carbonate com-569

pensation. Assuming that subaerial volcanoes inject ∼3000 Gt of CO2 into the570

ocean, and also accounting for a 4◦C ocean warming (Schrag et al., 1996) and571

100 ppm increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration coming out of the last572

glacial, we then expect the carbonate saturation horizon to shoal by about573

1 km (Fig. 9). Such a shoaling is consistent with observations of carbonate574

dissolution in the Pacific (Farrell and Prell, 1989; Thunell et al., 1992) but575

not the Atlantic (Thunell et al., 1992). Note that we compute the change in576

the saturation horizon only accounting for the influence of pressure upon dis-577

solution, and not the more uncertain and less important vertical gradients in578

temperature or salinity.579

It is also necessary to consider the ∼0.3h increase in ocean δ13C observed580

between the glacial and Holocene (Curry et al., 1988), which is normally in-581

terpreted as indicating a biospheric uptake of ∼1500 Gt of CO2. A further582

∼500 Gt CO2 of organic uptake is needed to compensate for volcanic car-583

bon emission having an isotopic ratio of −3.8± 1.2h(Sano and Marty, 1995;584

de Leeuw et al., 2007), still assuming 3000 Gt CO2 of volcanic emissions. The585

net carbon in the ocean/atmosphere system then increases by only 1000 Gt586

of CO2, and when this is taken together with the mean ocean warming, the587

expected change in the carbonate saturation horizon is indistinguishable from588
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zero (Fig. 9), particularly given further uncertainties associated with the car-589

bonate system such as coral reef building (Vecsei and Berger, 2004). Such a590

small change in saturization is also consistent with estimates of carbonate ion591

concentration during the last glacial (Broecker and Clark, 2001; Anderson and592

Archer, 2002), which suggest changes in the distribution of water masses, but593

little change in overall concentration. We also note that the additional flux of594

CO2 from volcanoes is consistent with inferences that no one oceanic mecha-595

nism is capable of explaining the glacial/inter-glacial changes in atmospheric596

CO2 (e.g. Kohfeld et al., 2005; Marchitto et al., 2005).597

In future studies it may be useful to calculate the expected influence of volcanic598

carbon emission on the carbonate system under various, assumed scenarios,599

but here we proceed most simply, assuming that the changes in saturation600

horizon are negligible. Under this assumption, carbonate compensation plays601

no significant role in determination of the atmospheric CO2 concentration602

coming out of the last glacial, and we do not include this process in our603

consideration of the equilibration of carbon between the atmosphere and ocean604

during the last deglaciation.605

4.4 A simple time-variable model of atmospheric CO2606

A simple two-box model, similar to that of (Kheshgi, 2004), is adopted to607

represent the time-variable volcanic influence upon atmospheric CO2,608

da/dt =−Ft + Vt −W◦, (1)

db/dt = Ft.
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Fig. 9. Modeled change in the carbonate saturation horizon coming out of the last

glacial for various volcanic inputs of CO2 into the ocean atmosphere system. One

scenario considers the case without changes in organic storage of carbon on the

continents (dashed line) and the other with organic storage (solid line).

Here a and b are the amounts of inorganic carbon in the atmosphere and ocean,609

measured in Gt of CO2. The atmosphere-ocean flux is F = (a′−b′(1−q)/q)/τ ,610

where the primes indicate anomalies away from equilibrium. q represent the611

fraction of volcanic carbon remaining in the atmosphere once in equilibrium612

with the ocean, and is taken to be between 10% and 15% (Montenegro et al.,613

2007). Estimates of τ range from ∼300 years (Archer, 2005) to ∼1800 years614

(Montenegro et al., 2007) or longer (Wunsch and Heimbach, 2008), and we as-615

sign wide bounds on τ of 300 ys to 2000 ys. V is the volcanic flux of carbon into616

the atmosphere, and it is assumed to be in balance with uptake by a constant617

silicate weathering, W◦, over the course of a 100 ky glacial cycle. The aver-618

age CO2 emissions between 40-20 ka are assumed to equal the unmonitored619

rates between 100-40 ka. Note that while this model is simplistic, it is able620

to reproduce the major features in the variability of atmospheric CO2 found621
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in more complete atmosphere-ocean carbon models (Kheshgi, 2004; Archer,622

2005). Furthermore, the results presented here are consistent with those ob-623

tained by forcing a more sophisticated carbon box model that has a represen-624

tation of ocean carbonate compensation and the biosphere (Joos et al., 1996,625

2004) (F. Joos personal communication).626

To explore the range of atmospheric CO2 scenarios consistent with our esti-627

mates, we again use an ensemble of model results. Parameters are drawn from628

uniform distributions between the previously discussed bounds: -9 to -6 m/yr629

for the cut-off used to distinguish glacial and non-glacial volcanos, 0.1 to 0.15630

Gt CO2/yr for the modern volcanic flux, 300 to 2000 ys for the ocean equi-631

libration time, and 10% to 15% for the airborne CO2 fraction. We take the632

mean of an ensemble of 104 runs as the best estimate and report the associated633

90% confidence interval. Each run is initialized at 40 ka with the atmosphere634

and ocean in equilibrium. The time history of atmospheric CO2 expressed in635

the ensemble of model runs can then be compared against atmospheric CO2636

observations obtained from the Dome C (Monnin et al., 2001) and Taylor637

Dome (Indermühle et al., 2000) ice cores. We consider four distinct intervals638

(Fig. 10):639

(1.) During the glacial, between 40 to 18 ka, model results indicate atmospheric640

CO2 decreases by 10 ppm (5 to 20 ppm, 90% confidence interval), marginally641

consistent with the observed 20 ppm decrease, suggesting that the trend to-642

ward lower atmospheric CO2 levels during glaciation is partly attributable643

to excess weathering relative to volcanic emissions. (2.) The first half of the644

deglaciation (18 to 13 ka) contains a modest ∼10 ppm (5 to 40 ppm, 90%645

c.i.) volcanogenic CO2 increase, whereas observations show a 50 ppm rise,646

highlighting the fact that factors independent of volcanism exert influence on647
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Fig. 10. The last deglaciation. (a) Rate of change in sea level estimated from coral records (Fairbanks and Peltier, 2006)

along with a Monte Carlo derived estimate of the 90% confidence interval, accounting for the uncertainty, among others, in

the depth habitat of the corals (gray shading). (b) Number of volcanic events per ky for glaciated (red) and unglaciated

(black) volcanos, where the y-axis is logarithmic. (c) Estimated global volcanic activity (both glaciated and unglaciated, red

line) and the 99% confidence interval for the null-hypothesis of no systematic difference between glaciated and unglaciated

events (dashed lines). (d) The contribution to atmospheric CO2 from volcanic activity (red line). Quantities indicated by

solid lines (b,c, and d) and gray shading (c and d) are the averages and 90% confidence intervals derived from a 10,000

member ensemble of model runs. Displays in b and c are similar to Fig. 6 but now using the ensemble results. (e) CO2

concentrations from Dome C (Monnin et al., 2001) and Taylor Dome (Indermühle et al., 2000), placed on a consistent

timescale (Monnin et al., 2004) (black dots), and a smoothed version using a 2 ky window (black line). Also shown is the

residual atmospheric CO2 after removal of the volcanic contribution (red dash-dot line). The vertical shaded bar indicates

the time period between 12-7 ka, when volcanic frequency appears the greatest.
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glacial-interglacial variations in CO2 (Broecker and Peng, 1982). (3.) The sec-648

ond half of the deglaciation (13 ka to 7 ka), however, contains a 40 ppm (15 to649

70 ppm, 90% c.i.) increase in volcanogenic CO2, consistent with observation,650

particularly with respect to the sharp uptick near 12 ka. This late volcanic651

contribution is also consistent with its acting as a feedback upon deglacia-652

tion, a point we return to later. (4.) In the late Holocene, after 7 ka, volcanic653

CO2 contributions wane owing to lower volcanic activity and on-going equili-654

bration with the oceans and weathering, while observations instead indicate655

rising CO2 levels during this interval. (It appears that this divergence between656

the modeled volcanogenic CO2 and observations is peculiar to the Holocene,657

as opposed to prior interglacials, a point which we will take up elsewhere.)658

This analysis suggests that the excess volcanic emission of CO2 coming out of659

the last glacial contributes roughly half of the deglacial increase in atmospheric660

CO2. While there are significant remaining uncertainties associated with such661

a conclusion, it appears that this coupling between the deep earth potentially662

plays an important role in the determination of glacial/interglacial changes in663

climate.664

4.5 Atmospheric carbon isotopes665

As a final line of inquiry, the volcanogenic emissions of CO2 will be radioac-666

tively inert, and thus have some implications for atmospheric radiocarbon667

activity. The average rate of decline in atmospheric ∆14C over the last 40 ka,668

as indicated by the estimates of Hughen et al. (2004), is −15h/ka. During the669

last deglaciation, 18-7 ka, this rate of decrease appears more than twice as fast670

(−33h/ka), and Broecker and Barker (2007) have called particular attention671
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to the rapid decline in the subinterval between 17.5-14.5 ka, −70h/ka, the672

source of which remains unknown. Our estimates place the bulk of the volcanic673

emissions later in the deglaciation, overlapping with a yet more rapid drop in674

atmospheric ∆14C between 12.5 and 10 ka, −90h/ka, which is intriguing. But675

in the idealized circumstance of 3000 Gt of volcanic CO2 and instantaneous676

mixing between the atmosphere and ocean, the atmospheric radiocarbon ac-677

tivity is expected to decrease by only ∼ 20h. While the transient atmosphere678

and surface ocean radiocarbon anomalies may be larger, it seems inescapable679

that these levels of volcanic emissions are but a minor influence upon the time-680

history of atmospheric radiocarbon values. Similarly, the expected change in681

atmospheric δ13C from volcanic emsissions is trivial relative to the observed682

variability (Smith et al., 1999).683

5 Discussion and speculation684

The foregoing results indicate a feedback between glacial cycles and subaerial685

volcanism. There exists both observational and theoretical support for the686

concept that deglacial unloading promotes a wide-spread increase in volcanic687

activity, though such a conclusion would be strengthened through use of more688

complete catalogs of past volcanic eruption and further detailed studies of the689

timing of volcanism at individual sites. The increase in volcanic activity leads690

to a rise in atmospheric CO2 concentration, which with the implied surface691

warming, constitutes a positive feedback on deglaciation. Such a feedback be-692

tween glaciation and volcanism suggests that deglaciation would not only pace693

eruptions but possibly also be paced by eruptions. That is, the conditions exist694

for volcanic eruptions and glacial cycles to mutually influence one another’s695
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timing so as to become synchronized (Strogatz, 1994). It may be that the696

progression of Pleistocene climate toward larger and more asymmetric glacial697

cycles (Huybers, 2007) can, in part, be understood as the synchronization and698

attendant amplification of the feedback between volcanic systems and glacial699

variability.700

That said, the actual climatic consequences of increased volcanic activity re-701

main uncertain on several counts. The relationship between total magma pro-702

duction rates and the rate of CO2 emissions is poorly understood, in part703

because primary CO2 contents at convergent and divergent margin magmas704

are poorly constrained. Furthermore, the pathways by which CO2 escapes from705

volcanic systems into the atmosphere are not well characterized. Much of the706

CO2 appears to volatilize at depth during magma ascent and be added pas-707

sively to the atmosphere, as opposed to emission through eruptions (Allard708

et al., 1994). Our analysis has also not considered changes in rates of weath-709

ering, even though these are also expected to respond to variations in climate,710

and may also increase in response to fresh basalt following emplacement dur-711

ing the deglaciation. Finally, the rate of equilibration and partition of emitted712

CO2 between the atmosphere, ocean, biosphere, sediments, and solid earth713

remains a challenging problem.714

It is also intriguing that the large uptick in volcanic appears at 12 ka, whereas715

the deglacial rise in sea-level commenced near 18 ka (Fig. 6). There are several716

possible explanations for this lag of volcanism behind deglaciation. We first717

note that a similar delay in the increase in volcanic activity is observed in the718

Greenland ice core record (Zielinksi, 2000), suggesting that the explanation719

is physical, as opposed to an observational artifact. It appears most likely to720

us that the initial deglaciation involved melt from the eastern Laurentide and721
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Antarctic ice sheet which did not much influence volcanism. In contrast, the722

highly active volcanic regions covered by the western Laurentide appear to723

have become more glaciated near 18 ka, and then not to have undergone sig-724

nificant deglaciation until 12 ka (Dyke, 2004). Likewise, the volcanic regions in725

Alaska (Yu et al., 2008) and Iceland (Maclennan et al., 2002; Licciardi et al.,726

2007) experienced the most pronounced deglaciation near 12 ka. South Amer-727

ican deglaciation is less well constrained, but appears to have proceeded in728

a series of steps between 17 and 11 ka (McCulloch et al., 2000). Overall, the729

discrepancy in timing between the initial rise in sea-level and increased volcan-730

ism reflects the differing regional histories of deglaciation. One question which731

then arises is why did the Bölling/Alleröd warming documented at Greenland732

and many other northern sites not lead to significant retreat of ice caps and733

glaciers in Alaska, Iceland, or elsewhere? One answer is that Bölling/Alleröd734

warming was primarily a winter warming associated with decreased winter sea735

ice (e.g. Denton et al., 2005). Warmer winters and less sea ice would be ex-736

pected to increase moisture availability and snowfall and, thus, may actually737

cause ice caps and glaciers to grow.738

Other, non-exclusive possibilities for the offset between the beginning of the739

deglaciation and the increase in volcanism include that tephra from eruptions740

early in the deglaciation were poorly preserved or that some other observa-741

tional bias exists. Alternatively, there could exist a time lag between depres-742

surization and eruption, perhaps of several ky. The pacing mechanism pro-743

vides yet another explanation for the volcanic pulse in the second half of the744

deglacial. An idealized study of the pacing of eruptions by a periodic modula-745

tion of a threshold (Jupp et al., 2004) indicates that eruptions tend to cluster746

near the minimum in the threshold for an eruption, which in the present case747
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would suggest a clustering of eruptions near the tail end of the deglaciation.748

Volcanoes are more likely to erupt only once a substantial portion of the load749

has been removed, as can also be seen in the results presented in Fig. 8. That750

the uptick in volcanism apparently lags behind both the deglaciation and the751

initial rise in atmosphere CO2 also serves to highlight that the volcanic tap-752

ping of mantle CO2 is a feedback upon deglaciation and that other reservoirs of753

CO2, notably the ocean (Broecker and Peng, 1982), remain likely contirbutors754

to glacial/interglacial variations in atmospheric CO2 .755

Co-variability between CO2 and proxies of air temperature in Anarctica have756

been interpreted as evidence for Southern Ocean control over atmospheric757

CO2 concentrations (Monnin et al., 2001), and which might be construed to758

preclude partial control of CO2 by volcanic emission. Our view is that tem-759

peratures in Antarctica, and the Southern Hemisphere in general, are more760

likely to be merely in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2 concentrations. In-761

deed, surface ocean temperatures and other climate indicators in the Southern762

Hemisphere also closely covary with CO2 (Barrows et al., 2007). Perhaps the763

Southern Hemisphere remains nearly in equilibrium with atmospheric CO2764

concentrations through the last deglaciation, unlike the Northern Hemisphere,765

because there were no large changes in the distribution of southern continental766

ice volume (e.g. Huybers and Denton, 2008). Such a view point is supported767

by a model simulation which has reproduced Antarctic warming through the768

last deglacation by prescribing atmospheric CO2 values, along with smaller769

contributions from changes in ice sheet elevation and Earth’s orbital config-770

uration (Timmermann et al., in press), without need to specify the source of771

that CO2.772

A question also exists regarding the relative importance of the competing vol-773
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canic influences on climate associated with atmospheric aerosol loading and774

CO2 emissions. Consider the case of the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991. It775

injected about 17 Mt of SO2 into the atmosphere and had a peak radiative776

cooling effect of 4W/m2 at the surface, causing surface temperatures to cool by777

about 0.5◦C (Hansen et al., 1992), and diminished with an e-folding timescale778

of approximately one year. By comparison, we estimate volcanism contributes779

∼40 ppm to the early interglacial atmosphere, causing an increase in radia-780

tive forcing of ∼1 W/m2. In this rough view, volcanic CO2 forcing is equal781

in magnitude but opposite in sign to the aerosol effect of a Mount-Pinatubo-782

like eruption every four years. The competing influences of volcanic CO2 and783

aerosol emissions is like the case of the tortoise and the hare: a persistent flux784

of CO2 combined with a long atmospheric residence make volcanic CO2 emis-785

sions a powerful climate driver at long time scales. Note that both cooling and786

warming effects may have had significance for the last deglaciation. Indeed,787

the large increase in volcanism near 12 ka presumably increased aerosol load-788

ing and may be related to the regional, short-term resumption of glacial-like789

conditions associated with the Younger Dryas, though a recent detailed study790

of the timing of volcanism in Iceland supports a chronology wherein the bulk791

of Icelandic eruptions post-date the Younger Dryas (Licciardi et al., 2007).792

As a final point, we consider the general conditions which would give rise to793

the glacio-volcano-CO2 feedback outlined here. One neccessary condition is for794

ice and volcanoes to be in proximity (e.g. Fig. 4). At a basic level, a volcanos’795

orography tends to promote preciptiation and their elevation helps to retain796

that precipitation as ice. Furthermore, the current plate configuration may797

be peculiarly conducive to generating glaciated volcanoes, as it places many798

at high latitudes and along the western margins of continents, which are thus799
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well-situated to capture precipitation from moisture-laden westerlies. A second800

condition for evoking the glacio-volcano-CO2 feedback is sensitivity of glacier801

mass to changes in atmospheric CO2. Thus, for example, limited ice volume802

during the Paleocene and Eocene would limit the feedback. Futhermore, cli-803

mates with high CO2 will have a lower sensitivity to a given magnitude of804

volcanic CO2 emissions because radiative forcing scales nearly logarithmically805

with CO2 concentration. Turning to a constrasting environment, the mas-806

sive ice unloading postulated to occur at the termination of a snowball Earth807

episode would presumably lead to a dramatic increase in volcanism (Hoffman808

et al., 1998), though the high atmospheric CO2 conditions thought to accom-809

pany such a deglaciation would again serve to minimize the climate effects810

associated with volcanic CO2 emissions. (Volcanism may, however, play a role811

in the termination of a snowball through wide spread deposition of tephra812

leading to a decrease in ice albedo.) It thus seems that conditions during813

the Pleistocene — wherein the Earth has been precariously poised between814

glaciated and unglaciated states, atmospheric CO2 concentrations have been815

modest, and the plate configuration places volcanoes in cold and wet climates816

— makes this epoch unusually well-suited to evoking the glacio-volcano-CO2817

feedback.818

In conclusion, a balance is expected between emissions of CO2 from volcanoes819

and uptake by weathering at million year time scales (Walker et al., 1981).820

At shorter timescales, however, we suggest that deglacially induced anomalies821

in volcanic activity cause imbalances in the atmospheric carbon budget which822

accumulate through deglaciations and persist into interglacials. Factor of two823

to six increases in the rate of volcanic emissions, persisting for thousands824

of years, are estimated to increase atmospheric CO2 concentrations by 20825
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to 80 ppm. While multiple other mechanisms almost certainly contribute to826

glacial/interglacial CO2 variability, this increase in volcanism is expected from827

the effects of deglacial unloading and coincides with the observed secondary828

deglacial rise of atmospheric CO2. Thus, the deglacial rise in atmospheric CO2829

can, in part, be understood as a feedback induced by the deglaciation itself and830

mediated by volcanic activity. By similar logic, the glacial drawdown in CO2831

may partly owe to a deficit in volcanic emissions relative to CO2 drawdown832

by weathering and other processes. All this suggests that the Earth system is833

deeply coupled. So long as the climate and continental configuration engender834

co-location of volcanoes and ice, we expect interactions between the Earth’s835

interior, surface, and atmosphere to amplify and modify the cycling between836

glacial and interglacial climates.837
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